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Power Intention Dr Wayne Dyer
Presenting practical methods that can help readers create happiness and unconditional love in their lives, this text can be used in
everyday life to engender feelings of peace and security despite all the surrounding condition.
Wayne Dyer, psychotherapist and world-famous author of worldwide bestsellers Your Erroneous Zones and Pulling your own
Strings, shows you how to improve quality of life by tapping into the power that lies within you and using constructive thinking to
direct the course of your own destiny. With his proven techniques and using examples from his own highly successful experiences,
Dyer will convince you that you can make your most impossible dreams come true. You’ll See It When You Believe It
demonstrates that through belief you can make your life anything you with it to be. Learn practical steps such as how to set real
goals and achieve them; turn obstacles into opportunities; rid yourself of guilt and inner turmoil; develop a strong inner-confidence;
dramatically improve relationships; spend every day doing the things you love to do, and so much more. Go beyond self-help to
self-realization with this accessible and uplifting manual.
From the inspirational leader and author of the international bestsellers Your Sacred Self and Your Erroneous Zones comes this
mind-awakening guidebook for making your desires reality. Wayne Dyer is an extraordinary sensor of what people want and he
moves with the ever-changing times. He focused on the heart of the spiritual with Real Magic and embraced individual sacredness
with Your Sacred Self. In this enlightening work, he takes these concepts one step further to focus on meditation and manifesting
what you want. Based on ancient principles and spiritual practices, Manifest Your Destiny teaches the process of meditation as a
way to streamline your thoughts, desires, goals, and, ultimately, your life. Are the decisions and actions in your life controlled by
your ego? Are you weighted down with unresolved troubles? Do you feel out of touch with your environment? Do you complain,
find fault, or take for granted more often than you appreciate your life? You can overcome these barriers with Dyer’s technique, as
outlined in his Nine Spiritual Principles that will teach you to develop spiritual awareness, reconnect with the world, trust yourself
and accept your worth, and let go of demands. Filled with warmth and insight, this invaluable book will help you achieve your goals
and take you to a level higher than you've ever dreamed.
Intention is generally viewed as a pit-bull kind of determination propelling one to succeed at all costs by never giving up on an
inner picture. In this view, an attitude that combines hard work with an indefatigable drive toward excellence is the way to succeed.
However, intention is viewed very differently in this book. Dr. Wayne W. Dyer has researched intention as a force in the universe
that allows the act of creation to take place. This book explores intention not as something you do but as an energy you re a part
of. We re all intended here through the invisible power of intention. This is the first book to look at intention as a field of energy that
you can access to begin co-creating your life with the power of intention.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER This inspiring book by Wayne Dyer, author of the bestselling classics Your Erroneous Zones and
Pulling Your Own Strings, delves into the teachings of intellectuals of our past to mine values and wisdom for the present. "What
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do our ancestral scholars, whom we consider the wisest and most spiritually advanced, have to say to us today?" asks Dyer. The
answer lies in this powerful collection of writings, poems, and sayings by some of the greatest thinkers of the past twenty-five
centuries. In succinct original essays, Dyer sets out to explain the meaning and context of each piece of wisdom, and, most
important, to explain how we can actively apply these teachings to our modern lives. From sixty ancestral masters – Buddha,
Michelangelo, Rumi, Whitman, Jesus, Emily Dickinson, and Emerson, among others – here are treasured passages on a variety of
subjects, including solitude, time, and passion. Among the contributions are words on inspiration from Pantanjali, author of the
Hindu classic Yoga Sutras; teachings about the power of prayer from 13th-century monk St. Francis of Assisi; and thoughts about
the importance of action written by Mother Teresa. The voices collected here cut across a wide range of historical eras and
cultures, yet they communicate universal truths about the human experience. Wisdom of the Ages provides us with a marvelous
dual opportunity: to receive guidance from our great ancestors and to recognize our own potential for greatness
BESTSELLING BOOK In this inspirational guide, Wayne Dyer, the author of the phenomenal bestsellers Wisdom of the Ages,
Pulling Your Own Strings, and Your Erroneous Zones, reveals seven beliefs central to working miracles in our everyday lives.
When most of us think of magic, we picture a man in a black cape sawing a woman in half, or a sleight-of-hand card trick. But
there's another kind of magic – real magic – that can enrich your life. According to Dyer, real magic means creating miracles in
everyday life. Quitting smoking or drinking, achieving new Job success, or finding a happy relationship – these are all miracles
because they transcend our perceived limitations. From "creating a miracle mind-set" and achieving change in the areas of
personal health, prosperity, and fulfilling love relationships to believing in the magic of miracles on a global scale, Dyer shows us
that miracles within our reach and within our own minds. In Real Magic, Dyer teaches us how to achieve a higher level of
consciousness. He asks us to imagine what would make us happy, then offers specific strategies for attaining these goals. In
every aspect of our individual lives – physical health, finances, intimate relationships, and personal identity – there is always room
for a miracle or two. And with Dyer's help, each and every one of us can be a miracle worker.
EVERYDAY WISDOM FOR SUCCESS In this wonderful little book, Dr. Wayne W. Dyer brings you a wealth of information that will
inspire you to achieve success in all areas: personal, professional, and spiritual. By applying these positive thoughts to your daily
life, you'll find that you will not only see improvements in yourself, but you will also serve as an inspiration to those around you. Flip
to any page ... and soak up this wisdom for success - every day!
For many years, Dr. Wayne W. Dyer’s fans have wondered when he would write a memoir. Well, after four decades as a teacher
of self-empowerment and the best-selling author of more than 40 books, Wayne has finally done just that! However, he has written
it in a way that only he can—with a remarkable take-home message for his longtime followers and new readers alike—and the result
is an exciting new twist on the old format. Rather than a plain old memoir, Wayne has gathered together quantum-moment
recollections.In this revealing and engaging book, Wayne shares dozens of events from his life, from the time he was a little boy in
Detroit up to present day. In unflinching detail, he relates his vivid impressions of encountering many forks in the road, taking
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readers with him into these formative experiences. Yet then he views the events from his current perspective, noting what lessons
he ultimately learned, as well as how he has made the resulting wisdom available to millions via his lifelong dedication to service.
As a reader, you will feel as if you are right there with Wayne, perusing his personal photo album and hearing about his family, his
time in the service, how he writes his best-selling books, and so much more.In the process, you’ll be inspired to look back at your
own life to see how everything you have experienced has led you to where you are right now. Wayne has discovered that there
are no accidents. Although we may not be aware of who or what is"moving the checkers," life has a purpose, and each step of our
journey has something to teach us. As he says, "I wasn’t aware of all of the future implications that these early experiences were
to offer me. Now, from a position of being able to see much more clearly, I know that every single encounter, every challenge, and
every situation are all spectacular threads in the tapestry that represents and defines my life, and I am deeply grateful for all of it." I
Can See Clearly Now is an intimate look at an amazing teacher, but it also holds the key for seekers on a personal path of
enlightenment. Wayne offers up his own life as an example of how we can all recognize the hand of the Divine steering our
individual courses, helping us accomplish the mission we came here to fulfill.

This leading-edge book by Esther and Jerry Hicks, who present the teachings of the nonphysical entity Abraham, is
about having a deliberate intent for whatever you want in life, while at the same time balancing your energy along the
way. But it’s important to note that the awareness of the need to balance your energy is much more significant than goalsetting or focusing on ultimate desires. And it is from this very important distinction that this work has come forth. As you
come to understand and effectively practice the processes offered here, you will not only achieve your goals and desired
outcomes more rapidly, but you’ll enjoy every single step along the path even before their manifestation. As such, you’ll
find that the living of your life is an ongoing journey of joy, rather than a series of long dry spells between occasional
moments of temporary satisfaction.
Offers a collection of over 200 of author's famous quotes and observations.
Best-selling author and lecturer Wayne W. Dyer has written a thought-provoking book for those of us who have chosen to
consciously be on our life path. The ten "secrets" for success and inner peace presented here apply whether you’re just
embarking on your path, are nearing the end of it, or are on the path in any way. Dr. Dyer urges you to read these ten
secrets with an open heart. By doing so, you’ll learn to feel the peace of God that truly defines success.
'Change the way you look at things and the things you look at will change.'Wayne DyerFor years Wayne Dyer has been
researching the power of intention, the energy that surrounds all of us. He tells us how we can train ourselves to tune into
this energy and step beyond our minds and egos. When we do this we become what Dyer calls 'Connectors' and make
ourselves available to the energy of success.Connectors are the people whom everyone sees as lucky, the people who
get all the breaks. They don't say, 'With my luck, everything
will go wrong,' they just know things will go well. They trust
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an invisible force that will be all-providing and just don't attract negativity to themselves. This book is full of dynamic steps
that we can use to tap into this transformational energy.This book explores intention - not as something you do - but as
an energy you're part of. We're all intended here through the invisible power of intention. This is the first book to look at
intention as a field of energy you can access to begin co-creating your life!
This text offers an opportunity to internalize and directly experience the great wisdom of the Tao Te Ching, a collection of
verses authored by the Chinese prophet Lao-tzu. Although just 81 short verses, the Tao encourages readers to change
their lives by literally changing the way they think.
Get ready to seek more, be more, and do more. In this book, transformation specialist Drew Canole shows that no matter
where you've been or where you are right now, there are tools you can implement to live fully, healthily, and happily.
Detox from external expectations, identify and transcend your self-limiting beliefs, and recognize your unique potential
and power!
''Intention is a force in the universe, and everything and everyone is connected to this invisible force.'' Intention is
generally viewed as a pit-bull kind of determination, propelling one to succeed at all costs by never giving up on an inner
picture. In this view, an attitude that combines hard work with an indefatigable drive toward excellence is the way to
succeed. However, intention is viewed very differently in this book. Dr. Wayne W. Dyer has researched intention as a
force in the universe that allows the act of creation to take place. This book explores intention-not as something you dobut as an energy you're a part of. We're all intended here through the invisible power of intention. This is the first book to
look at intention as a field of energy you can access to begin co-creating your life! Part I deals with the principles of
intention, offering true stories and examples showing how to make the connection. Dr. Dyer identifies the attributes of the
all-creating universal mind of intention as creative, kind, loving, beautiful, expanding, endlessly abundant, and receptive,
explaining the importance of emulating this source of creativity. In Part II, Dr. Dyer offers an intention guide with specific
ways to apply the co-creating principles in daily life. Part III is an exhilarating description of Dr. Dyer's vision of an
individual connected at all times to the universal mind of intention.
This book is dedicated to your mastery of the art of realizing all your desires. The greatest gift you have been given is the
gift of your imagination. Everything that now exists was once imagined. And everything that will ever exist must first be
imagined. Wishes Fulfilled is designed to take you on a voyage of discovery, wherein you can begin to tap into the
amazing manifesting powers that you possess within you and create a life in which all that you imagine for yourself
becomes a present fact. Dr. Wayne W. Dyer explores, for the first time, the region of your highest self; and definitively
shows you how you can truly change your concept of yourself, embark upon a God-realized way of living, and fulfill the
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spiritual truth that with God all things are possible—and "all things" means that nothing is left out. By practicing the specific
technique for retraining your subconscious mind, you are encouraged to not only place into your imagination what you
would like to manifest for yourself, but you are given the specifics for realigning your life so you can live out your highest
calling and stay connected to your Source of being. From the lofty perspective of your highest self, you will learn how to
train your imagination in a new way. Your wishes—all of them—can indeed be fulfilled. By using your imagination and
practicing the art of assuming the feeling of your wishes being fulfilled, and steadfastly refusing to allow any evidence of
the outer world to distract you from your intentions, you will discover that you, by virtue of your spiritual awareness,
possess the ability to become the person you were destined to be. This book will help you See—with a capital S—that you
are Divine, and that you already possess an inner, invisible higher self that can and will guide you toward a mastery of
the art of manifestation. You can attain this mastery through deliberate conscious control of your imagination!
The daughters of beloved teacher Wayne Dyer share their ever-evolving understanding of their father’s timeless
teachings. “This book is our song for our father and for everyone, because we’re all born with a Knowing—an inner
compass, the quiet urgings of our soul that guide us. It is through giving love, offering kindness, and paying attention that
we can return to our Knowing.” —Saje Dyer and Serena Dyer Pisoni To millions of readers around the world, Dr. Wayne
Dyer was the beloved “Father of Motivation”—but to Serena, Saje, and their six siblings, he was simply “Dad.” When he
died suddenly in 2015, the sisters were blindsided by grief and felt unprepared to navigate life’s challenges and conflicts
without his guidance. The experience launched them on an adventure from loss to understanding as they came to realize
and metabolize their father’s teachings with a new urgency, intimacy, and power as they applied them to their lives. As
their journey unfolded, they realized their father’s wisdom—“The Knowing”—was embedded in their DNA … as it is for all of
us. “We didn’t discover The Knowing,” write the authors. “We simply returned to it.” In The Knowing, Saje and Serena
share how they recommitted to the teachings of their father and, in doing so, created their own evolution of his principles
that they teach today. They share the 11 lessons that cracked them open and sparked their own spiritual journey,
including: • Parented in Pure Love—the joys, surprises, and gifts of growing up in the Dyer family • How the Soul
Remembers—how to become a host for miracles instead of a hostage to circumstance • Take Your Shoes Off—bringing
stillness to the mind to open your heart to guidance • The Geometry of Forgiveness—change your life and the lives
around you with a simple prayer • Especially Love—how to always return to love, kindness, and receptivity The Knowing
is a book for seekers young and old, for fans of Wayne Dyer’s work and newcomers alike. Here is a profound and loving
guide to lead you back—in crisis, in joy, or in this present moment—to the wellspring of wisdom that always dwells within.
Dr. Wayne W. Dyer has researched intention as a force in the universe that allows the act of creation to take place. This
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beautiful gift edition of Wayne’s international bestseller explores intention—not as something we do—but as an energy
we’re a part of. We’re all intended here through the invisible power of intention—a magnificent field of energy we can
access to begin co-creating our lives! Part I deals with the principles of intention, offering true stories and examples
showing how to make the connection. Wayne identifies the attributes of the all-creating universal mind of intention as
kind, loving, beautiful, expanding, endlessly abundant, and receptive, emphasizing the importance of emulating this
source of creativity. In Part II, he offers an intention guide with specific ways to apply the co-creating principles in daily
life. Part III is an exhilarating description of Wayne’s vision of an individual connected at all times to the universal mind of
intention. "Intention is a force in the universe, and everything and everyone is connected to this invisible force."
I AM, the newest children’s book by Dr. Wayne W. Dyer, is taken from his latest book for adults, Wishes Fulfilled. I AM
teaches kids a simple but profound message: God is not far off in the distance, or even merely beside us. In other words,
we are not separate from God—we are God! Knowing that God’s love and strength is a part of everyone can help kids
grow to meet their greatest potential in life. The book uses a rhyme and illustrations to teach this lesson and help children
realize that they are greater than they ever imagined! There is also a special section at the end that teaches the
important meaning and way to use the words I am to create love, happiness, and greatness in their own lives and the
world
THE RECORD-BREAKING, #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER – OVER 35 MILLION COPIES SOLD The first book
by Wayne Dyer, author of the multimillion-copy bestseller Pulling Your Own Strings and national bestsellers There’s a
Spiritual Solution to Every Problem and Wisdom of the Ages, a positive and practical guide to breaking free from the trap
of negative thinking and enjoying life to the fullest. If you're plagued by guilt or worry and find yourself unwittingly falling
into the same old self-destructive patterns, then you have "erroneous zones" – whole facets of your approach to life that
act as barriers to your success and happiness. Perhaps you believe that you have no control over your feelings and
reactions – Dyer shows how you can take charge of yourself and manage how much you will let difficult times and people
affect you. Or maybe you spend more time worrying what others think than working on what you want and need – Dyer
points the way to true self-reliance. From self-image problems to over-dependence on others, Dyer gives you the tools
you need to break free from negative thinking and enjoy life to the fullest.
Everyday wisdom—in the form of inspirational quotes and observations—from best-selling author Wayne W. Dyer is just
the thing to make your days more joyous and meaningful!
Collects three works that detail how intention allows creation, the search for what life is about, and stopping negative
thoughts from preventing success.
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SELF-HELP & PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT. Inspiration is for everyone! It isn't reserved for high-profile creative
geniuses in the arts and sciences - it's our Divine birthright. In Living an Inspired Life (previously published under the title
Inspiration), Dr Wayne W Dyer explains how to connect to the knowledge and understanding that we had in the spirit
realm before we chose to incarnate in physical form. From this all knowing place of spirit, we choose our physical body,
our parents and the nature of the life we would lead on the earth. We made these choices co-creatively with the Source
and now here on earth if we can reconnect to that Source energy it can transform our lives. Living our lives inspired by
Source energy is a powerful antidote to the feelings of emptiness that disconnection from our soul creates. As you read
each chapter in this book, you'll find specific suggestions for living 'in-Spirit'.
Success in 50 Steps has been 10 years in the making, with the author researching and compiling over 500 book
summaries into video, audio and written format on his website Bestbookbits.com. The book takes the reader through the
steps of taking their dreams out of their head and making them a reality. Walking the reader through the steps to success
such as dreams, passions, desire, purpose, goals, planning, time, knowledge, ideas, thinking, beliefs, attitude, action,
work, habits, happiness, growth, failure, fear, courage, motivation, persistence, discipline, results and success. With the
pathway to success outlined in 50 easy steps, anyone can put into practice the wisdom to take their personal dreams and
goals out of their head into reality. Featuring a treasure trove of quotations from the legends of personal development
such as Tony Robbins, Jim Rohn, Napoleon Hill, Les Brown, Zig Ziglar, Wayne Dyer, Brian Tracy, Earl Nightingale, Dale
Carnegie, Norman Vincent Peale, Og Mandino and Bob Proctor to name a few, let this book inspire you to become the
best version of yourself.
Now in tradepaper is the first book of spiritual teachings in several years from international best-selling author and beloved spiritual teacher
Dr. Wayne W. Dyer. Audio lectures of Wayne's from the 1990s and 2000s are restructured in a cohesive way to offer a fresh take on his
teachings. "When you change the way you look at things, the things you look at change." This was something Dr. Wayne Dyer said often, and
it was the inspiration for this book. The material contained within is taken from speeches and presentations he gave to many varied
audiences, over many years. Yet it seemed that no matter who he talked to, he returned to a few themes over and over again, and these
themes are woven throughout the pages of Happiness Is the Way. As Wayne will show you, there is no magic potion for getting what you
want from life. All you could ever want or need can be found inside of you--you simply need to learn to reframe your thinking. No matter what
your present circumstances are, you have the power to overcome them. This book will show you the impact of your attitudes, choices, and
expectations, leading you to a great sense of empowerment; help you recognize how you are likely much more successful than you ever
realized, regardless of the challenges you may be facing; and illuminate the importance of a personal mission. It also includes specific
questions and journal exercises to help you chart the way to the life you've dreamed of. In the process, you'll discover that you contain the
seeds for greatness within, leading you to a life of true happiness.
THE INVISIBLE FORCE Dr. Wayne W. Dyer has put together this little book in order to convey the fact that intention is a field of energy that
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flows invisibly beyond the reach of our normal, everyday habitual patterns. It's a force that we all have within us, and we have the power to
draw it into our lives by being the energy we want to attract. Use the uplifting material within these pages to bring the power of intention into
your life for many years to come, and experience the world in a new and exciting way!
What I'm offering in this book is the awareness that we can return to a full-time position of inspiration, which is the true meaning of our life.''
Dr. Wayne W. Dyer.....INSPIRATION In this groundbreaking book, Dr. Wayne W. Dyer explains how we've chosen to enter this world of
particles and form. From our place of origin, in ways that we don't readily comprehend now, we knew what we were coming here to
accomplish, and we participated in setting this life process in motion. So why not think along these same lines? Why put the responsibility or
blame on any one or any thing that's not a part of us? On Earth we have the capacity of volition we can choose so let's assume that we had
the same capacity when we resided in the spiritual realm. We chose our physical body, and we chose the parents we needed for the trip. It
doesn't seem too great a stretch to move into the idea that we chose this life in concert with our Source. Inspiration can be cultivated and be
a driving force throughout life, rather than showing up every now and then and just as mysteriously disappearing, seemingly independent of
our desires. Inspiration is for everyone! It isn't reserved for high-profile creative geniuses in the arts and sciencesit's inherent in our Divine
birthright. The problem is that as children we're gradually taught to believe exclusively in the world of phenomena where ego is dominant and
inspiration diminished. As you read each chapter in this book, you'll find specific suggestions for living ''in-Spirit.'' From a very personal
viewpoint, Wayne offers a blueprint through the world of inspiration your ultimate calling.
The bestselling author of Your Erroneous Zones, Pulling Your Own Strings, and Wisdom of the Ages combines psychological insights and
guidelines for achieving spiritual fulfillment to present a three-step program designed to help readers look inside themselves to find a new
sense of self-awareness and spiritual joy. Developing the sacred self, Wayne Dyer explains, brings an understanding of our place in the world
and a sense of satisfaction in ourselves and others. In Your Sacred Self, Dyer offers a program that helps listeners establish a spirituallyoriented, rather than an ego-oriented, approach to life. Step by step, Dyer shows us how to progress from emotional awareness to
psychological insight to spiritual alternatives in order to change our experience of life from the need to acquire to a sense of abundance; from
a sense of one's self as sinful and inferior to a sense of one's self as divine; from a need to achieve and acquire to an awareness that
detachment and letting go bring freedom. Your Sacred Self is an inspiring, hopeful, illuminating guide that can help everyone live a happier,
richer, more meaningful life.
The Shift—the book inspired by the movie of the same name—illustrates how and why to make the move from ambition to meaning. Experience
the internationally renowned principles and teachings of Dr. Wayne W. Dyer as they come to life in this one-of-a-kind enhanced e-book.
Download The Shiftand allow these lessons to guide you down a more authentic and rewarding path today. As we contemplate leaving the
morning of our life, where ego has played a commanding role, and entering the afternoon (and evening), where meaning and purpose replace
ambition and struggle, we may encounter unexpected occurrences that accompany this new direction. It’s almost a universal law that we’ll
experience a fall of some kind. Yet these falls or low points provide the energy we need to move away from ego and into a life of meaning
and purpose. The Shift doesn’t mean that we lose our drive and ambition; it signifies that we become ambitious about something new. We
make a commitment to living a life based on experiencing meaning and feeling purposeful, rather than a life based on never-ending demands
and false promises that are the trademark of the ego’s agenda.
Tradepaper edition of spiritual teachings from international best-selling author and beloved inspirational speaker Dr. Wayne W. Dyer. This
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book restructures content from audio lectures of Wayne's from the 1990s and 2000s, offering a fresh take on mindfulness and enlightenment.
Beloved spiritual teacher Dr. Wayne W. Dyer often shared his thoughts on the path and practice of enlightenment during his writings and
presentations. He'd say, "This is not about self-help. It's about self-realization, which is way beyond self-help." In this book, which collects
some of his timeless words of wisdom in a new format, the internationally renowned speaker and author offers spiritual tools to transcend
your current circumstances and old patterns in order to reach true fulfillment. He will show you how to become genuinely awake, aware of the
power you have within to shift your thought processes, release attachments, and tame your ego--to name just a few topics covered in these
pages. Wayne will help you understand what an illusion much of life is, so you can see the big picture and spark deep transformation (that is,
"the ability to go beyond your form"), resulting in peace and harmony in all areas of your life. He will also take you through the stages of
enlightenment and instruct you in mindfulness practices such as visualization and meditation, ultimately helping you reach a higher
consciousness. Indeed, as a result of reading this book, you'll feel as if you are absolutely living in the light, in tune with the magnificence of
the Universe . . . and yourself.
STAYING ON THE PATH The wit and wisdom of Dr. Wayne W. Dyer reflected in this extraordinary collection of inspirational quotes and
observations. Whether you're already on the ''path'' or just doing your best to get there, this book will give you the impetus to keep moving
forward.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER FROM ACCLAIMED AUTHOR WAYNE DYER In this inspiring book, bestselling author Wayne Dyer draws from
various spiritual traditions to help us unplug from the material world and awaken to the divine with. With his trademark wit, wisdom, and
humor, bestselling author Wayne Dyer offers compelling testimony on the power of love, harmony, and service. When confronted with a
problem, be it ill health, financial worries, or relationship difficulties, we often depend on intellect to solve it. In this radical book, Dyer shows
us that there is an omnipotent spiritual force at our fingertips that contains the solution to our problems. The first part of the book provides the
essential foundation for spiritual problem solving, drawing from the wisdom of Patanjali, a Yogi mystic; the second half is organized around
the prayer of Saint Francis of Assisi, whose legacy is one of love, harmony, and service. Each chapter contains specific practical applications
for applying the teachings of these wise men to everyday problems, including affirmations, writing exercises, and guided meditations.
Profound and thought provoking, yet filled with pragmatic advice, There's a Spiritual Solution to Every Problem is a book about selfawareness and tapping the healing energy within all of us. As Dyer writes, "Thinking is the source of problems. Your heart holds the answer
to solving them.

From best-selling author and spiritual teacher Wayne W. Dyer comes My Greatest Teacher, which follows a man's journey to find
understanding and reconciliation with his past. Despite having a loving family and a fulfilling career as a university professor, Ryan
Kilgore has always held deep resentment and anger toward the father who abandoned him when he was born. When these
emotions take their toll on his marriage-and his relationship with his own son-Ryan realizes he must confront these unhealed
wounds in order to move forward in his life. While at an academic conference, he embarks on a search to track down his father,
Big Bob. Along the way, Ryan encounters friends and acquaintances of Big Bob, while reawakening memories of his childhood.
My Greatest Teacher is an inspiring tale of how we can transform suffering and pain into forgiveness and love, and the lessons we
can learn through the most difficult challenges we face.
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365 musings and reflections drawn from the work of international best-selling author and beloved spiritual teacher, Dr. Wayne W.
Dyer. Spend a year contemplating some of the best inspiring stories and observations of beloved best-selling author Dr. Wayne W.
Dyer.
Toss Out Those Tired Old Excuses...Once and for All! Within the pages of this transformational book, Dr. Wayne W. Dyer reveals
how to change the self-defeating thinking patterns that have prevented you from living at the highest levels of success, happiness,
and health. Even though you may know what to think, actually changing those thinking habits that have been with you since
childhood might be somewhat challenging. If I changed, it would create family dramas ... I'm too old or too young ... I'm far too
busy and tired ... I can't afford the things I truly want ... It would be very difficult for me to do anything differently ... and I've always
been this way ... may all seem to be true, but they're in fact just excuses. So the business of modifying habituated thinking patterns
really comes down to tossing out the same tired old excuses and examining your beliefs in a new and truthful light. In this
groundbreaking work, Wayne presents a compendium of conscious and subconscious crutches employed by virtually everyone,
along with ways to cast them aside once and for all. You'll learn to apply specific questions to any excuse, and then proceed
through the steps of a new paradigm. The old, habituated ways of thinking will melt away as you experience the absurdity of
hanging on to them. You'll ultimately realize that there are no excuses worth defending, ever, even if they've always been part of
your life-and the joy of releasing them will resonate throughout your very being. When you eliminate the need to explain your
shortcomings or failures, you'll awaken to the life of your dreams. Excuses ... Begone!
What happens when you bring together one of the most inspirational spiritual teachers of all time and the Master Sages of the
Universe? A magical, insightful, invigorating encounter you will never forget! In this tradepaper edition of the awe-inspiring book
based on a live event held in Anaheim, California, Dr. Wayne W. Dyer sits down with Esther Hicks and the wise Collective
Consciousness known as Abraham. Wayne asks all the questions he has accumulated from his more than 40 years of teaching
others about self-reliance and self-discovery, and Abraham delivers the answers we all need to hear. Topics include: • Parenting,
parents, and the continuum of life • Can we reach the state of "love that has no opposite"? • Dharma, destiny, and being on your
path • Dealing with bad news • Are there ascended masters and guides? • Monsanto and GMOs • and many more! While Wayne
and Esther have been friends for years, this is the first time that he engages with Abraham in an extended dialogue about life’s
many lessons and perplexing questions. Read this book and experience this extraordinary meeting of the minds for yourself!
The #1 New York Times best-selling author Wayne Dyer has been inspiring people to change their lives for many years. Now
three of his most fascinating books are collected in this single volume: • The Power of Intention details Wayne’s research on
intention as a force in the universe that allows the act of creation to take place. He explains that it is not something we do, but
rather an energy we’re a part of. This is the first book to look at intention as a field of energy that we can access to begin cocreating our lives. • Inspiration dissects feelings of emptiness, the idea that there must be something more, and trying to determine
the meaning of life . . . all evidence of a yearning to reconnect with our soul space. This book explains how we’ve chosen to enter
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this world of particles and form, and each chapter is filled with specifics for living an inspired life. From a very personal viewpoint,
Wayne offers a blueprint through the world of Spirit to inspiration, our ultimate calling. • Excuses Begone! reveals how to change
the self-defeating thinking patterns that have prevented us from living at the highest levels of success, happiness, and health.
Wayne presents many of the conscious and subconscious crutches most of us employ, along with ways to cast them aside once
and for all. The old, habituated ways of thinking will melt away as the absurdity of hanging on to them is exposed, and we
ultimately come to realize that there are no excuses worth defending—ever. The Essential Wayne Dyer Collection is a must-read
for those wanting to explore the power and potential of the human mind, as well as anyone who is finally ready to live the best life
possible!
Why Meditate? The practice of meditation takes us on a fabulous journey into the gap between our thoughts, where all the
advantages of a more peaceful, stress-free, healthy, and fatigue-free life are available—but they’re merely side benefits. The
paramount reason for daily meditation is to get into the gap between our thoughts and make conscious contact with the creative
energy of life itself. In this uplifting book, Dr. Wayne W. Dyer explains the soul-nourishing meditation technique for making
conscious contact with God, which the ancient masters have told us about. You have all the potential to be an instrument of the
highest good for all concerned and to be a literal miracle worker in your own life. No person, government entity, or religious group
can legitimately claim to do this for you. "In fact," says Dr. Dyer, "I agree with Carl Jung, who said that one of the main functions of
formalized religion is to protect people against a direct experience of God." (Dr. Dyer helps you have this direct experience by
leading you through the meditation technique in the accompanying audio download.) When you master getting into the gap, stay
there for prolonged segments of meditation, and experience what you bring back into the world, you’ll truly know the answer to the
question: "Why meditate?
Intention is generally viewed as a pit-bull kind of determination propelling one to succeed at all costs by never giving up on an
inner picture. In this view, an attitude that combines hard work with an indefatigable drive toward excellence is the way to succeed.
Dr. Wayne W. Dyer has researched intention as a force in the universe that allows the act of creation to take place. These cards
explore intention—not as something you do—but as an energy you’re a part of. We’re all intended here through the invisible power
of intention. The cards are based on the book Power of Intention, which will be in stores Feb. 23, 2004, ISBN: 1-4019-0215-4.
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